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The  SSH principal component has much less sho
term variability than the conventional SST index

SSH provides a more robust index of the PDO stat
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gure 2.4 :  (Left) Northeast Pacific satellite SSH difference betwe
incipal PDO pattern.  The north-south CTD transect is shown near
early CTD transects before and after the 1998 transition, showing e
ructure (courtesy J.Polovina and M.Seki, NOAA/NMFS, Honolulu

een multi-year averages after minus before 1998, resembling the 
r the southern perimeter of the SSH anomaly pattern.  (Right) 
extensive changes to the upper ocean heat content and thermocline
u).
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Sea surface height anomalies are
pycnocline 

Damping to climatology  by unre
etc.) assumed spatially uniform

Integrate and form EOFs of both 

Best fit for λ-1=18 months and gΔ

 due to displacements of 

esolved ocean dynamics (mixing,

=0

sides

Δρ/ρ = .02 m2/s. 



SSH Observations Mode 1
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Temporal correlation 
R=0.92

Spatial correlation
R=0.65

damping time = 18 month



Subscript I denotes anomaly variables
Follows approach of 
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